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Please ask for other special brochures:

ScanCell carts       - Brochure no. 05-63027
ScanCell accessories     - Brochure no. 05-64007  
Open steel carts       - Brochure no. 05-65010
Cabinets         - Brochure no. 05-66019
Scanmo racks       - Brochure no. 05-67003
Modules        - Brochure no. 05-62011

For more information:

www.scanmodul.com



Transport carts

Designed with care for people who care

The container trolleys provide 
optimum protection of items 
during transportation.

Fitted with Vario panels 
that can be removed.
 
Doors open 270o and are fitted 
with locks and rubber bead for 
tight close.

Bumper guard can be fitted.
2 fixed wheels and 2 swivel 
wheels with brakes.

Made of anodised aluminium. 
Coupling-hook can be mounted.

The trolleys are made as 
1-, 2- or 3-sections.

Every section holds 10 pairs 
of Vario supports.

Solid handles allow easy ma-
neuverability.

Easy access to the modules 
from both sides.

Possibility of inserting Vario 
wheels for heavy items in the 
supports.

4 bumper wheels.

4 swivel wheels.

Made of 20x20 mm 
(3/4”x3/4) epoxy powder 
coated metal tubes.

Coupling-hook can be 
mounted.
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      Transport cart – R-10 
      Art. no. 14-64881
10 sets of VARIO supporting rails
For modules – Insertion A
Measurements of Transport cart: 
625x700xH 1520mm
(253/8x27½x62”) 
Wheels: dia. 125mm (5”) - 4 swivel

      Transport cart – R-20 
      Art. no. 14-64882
2x10 sets of VARIO supporting rails
For modules – Insertion AA
Measurements of Transport cart: 
1060x700xH 1520mm
(41¾x27½x60”) 
Wheels: dia. 125mm (5”) - 4 swivel

      Transport cart – R-30       
      Art. no. 14-64883
3x10 sets of VARIO supporting rails
For modules – Insertion AAA
Measurements of Transport cart: 
1500x700xH1600mm 
(59x24½x63”) 
Wheels: dia. 200mm (8”) 
2 swivel and 2 fixed

      Transport cart combined 
      - L10 - Art. no. 14-64885
10 sets of VARIO supporting rails.
For modules – Insertion A
3 fixed melamine shelves 
835x645mm - (327/8x253/8”)
Measurements of Transport cart: 
1500x700xH1600mm 
(59x24½x63”)
Wheels: dia. 200mm (8”)
- 2 swivel and 2 fixed
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“• Transport carts are supplied with handles 
   for maneuverability.

• Open transport carts can be equipped with
   lockable bars.

• Truck coupling devices available.

• Aluminium container carts can be equipped with
   various panels, for straight insertion, or combination 
   of  angled and straight insertions.

• All aluminum container carts are equipped with
   lockable doors.

• Please be aware of that all shown modules in transport carts
   are extra.

”
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      14-64797 - Lockable bar
prevents unauthorized removal of trays 
and modules. 
Stops can optionally be mounted 
on the back (14-64800)

      14-64797L - Bar lock 
Strong and durable lock that prevents 
non-authorised persons from accessing 
the contents of the transport modules

      14-64786 - Cover in nylon 
(for R-10 14-64881)
      
      14-64787 - Cover in nylon 
(for R-20 14-64882)  

      14-64788 - Cover in nylon 
(for R-30 14-64883)

Welcro closing system and fasteners 
on all four corners

      14-99001 Transport cart 
for height adjustable runners 

(16-71603 right) - (16-71604 left)
for fitting in angled position

(16-71601 right) - (16-71602 left)
for fitting in horizontal position
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Accessories for open transport carts 
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      15-61716 - 3 section ALU-container
       cart with "horizontal" panels

      15-61706 - 3 section ALU-container
       cart with VARIO panels

Dimension: H1575xW1408xD794mm
(62x38¾x31¼”).
Wheels:160mm(6¼”) - (2 swivel with 
brakes and 2 fixed).
A vertical handle bar at each corner.
A base and 4 corner bumpers.
Optional top bumper.
Door opening: 270˚.
Optional customized truck pull.

      15-61715 - 2 section ALU-container
       cart with "horizontal" panels

      15-61705 - 2 section ALU-container
       cart with VARIO panels

Dimension: H1575xW984xD794mm
(62x38¾x31¼”).
Wheels: 160mm (6¼”) - (2 swivel with 
brakes and 2 fixed).
A vertical handle bar at each corner.
A base and 4 corner bumpers.
Optional top bumper.
Door opening: 270˚.
Optional customized truck pull.

      15-61714 - 1 section ALU-container
       cart with "horizontal" panels 

      15-61704 - 1 section ALU-container
       cart with VARIO panels

Dimension: H1575xW555xD794mm
(62x217/8x31¼”).
Wheels:160mm (6¼”) - (2 swivel with 
brakes and 2 fixed).
A vertical handle bar at each corner.
A base and 4 corner bumpers.
Optional top bumper.
Door opens to  270˚.
Optional customized truck-pull. 

      

Closed transport carts
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      Panels 
      for horizontal insertion 
Produced with vacuum-formed
ABS. 
SMS containers and baskets 
measuring 
L600xW400 (235/8x15¾”) 
or L300xW400mm (11¾x15¾”) 
can be inserted

      VARIO panels for 
      angled/straight insertion
Produced with injection
-moulded ABS. 
SMS containers and baskets 
measuring 
L600xW400 (235/8x15¾”) 
or L300xW400mm (11¾x15¾”) 
can be inserted

      18-69970 Roller 
      Support Wheel for 
      VARIO panels
For use with heavy items

      19-61870 Stop-clips 
Prevent the modules from falling 
out of the VARIO panels

      SMS ALU-container carts 
are equipped with 
lockable doors

      160mm (6¼”) wheels 
(2 swivel with brakes 
and 2 fixed) and bumper
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Closed transport carts
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EP

ABS

LAM

MEL

PA

PC

PMMA

PPO

PS

PVC

RIL

SS

*Avoid high temperatures and longer delays in washing machines than the suggested figures above.

“Material properties” are obtained from our suppliers.  This must be considered as a guide and no responibility can be accepted by Scan Modul System for 
any errors and omissions.  You can obtain further technical information by approaching Scan Modul System  directly or one of our representatives.

          Material Properties according to the norms
          below:
          Steel round and flat oval:  DIN 2394
          Steel profiled:      SIN SEL 065-67
          Stainless profile steel tube:  DIN 4301
          Acid resistant profile stainless steel: DIN 4401
Steel
Cleaning: In automatic washing machines* and with most 
common detergents and disinfectants on the market.

           Material Properties: Abrasion resistant.
           Durable and hard.  Structurally stable.
           Temperature: Max. continuous + 110C (230F)
                                          Max. short-term. + 120C (248F)
Polyphenylenoxide
Chemical tolerance: Withstands weak acid and bases 
avoid solvents.
Cleaning: In automatic washing machines* and with most 
common detergents and disinfectants on the market.

               Material Properties: Rigid,  durable and
           impact resistant.  A smooth surface finish
           structurally stable.           
           Temperature: Max. continuous +  70C (158F)
                                          Max. short-term. +  90C (194F)
Acrylnitrile-Butadiene-Styrene
Chemical tolerance: Withstands some weak acid, bases, 
oil and fats.  Avoid solvents.
Cleaning: In automatic washing machines* and with most
common detergents and disinfectants on the market. 

           Material Properties: Used as powder coating on
           steel,good mechanical strength, hard, and durable.
           Temperature: Max. continuous + 100C (212F) 
                                          Max. short-term. + 120C (248F)
Epoxy
Chemical tolerance: Resistant against bases, limited 
resistance against strong acid.
Cleaning: In automatic washing machines* and with most 
common detergents and disinfectants on the market.

           Material Properties: Sturdy and durable
           surface, withstands normal impact influences.
           Temperature: Max. continuous + 150C (302F)
                                          Max. short-term. + 180C (356F)
Laminate
Chemical tolerance: Limited resistance against weak acid 
and bases.
Cleaning: Wipe clean with damp cloth.

           Material Properties: Durbale, withstands light impact.
           Temperature: Max. Not over +40C (104F)

Melamine
Chemical tolerance: Limited resistance against weak acid 
and bases.
Cleaning: Do not wash in automatic washing plants, wiping 
off with the most common detergents and disinfectants on 
the market.

           Material Properties: High impact resistance, durable            
           withstands constant bending.
           Temperature: Max. continuous + 105C (221F)
                                          Max. short-term. + 150C (302F)
Polyamid
Chemical tolerance: Resistant against fuels, lubricants and 
some solvents.
Cleaning: In automatic washing machines* and with most 
common detergents and disinfectants on the market.

           Material Properties: Stiff,duragle. Highly impact 
           resistant. Virtually unbreakable.  Autoclaveable
           Temperature: Max. continuous + 125C (257F)
                                          Max. short-term. + 140C (284F)
Polycarbonate
Chemical tolerance: Resistant against oils and fats. Poor 
towards strong acids and bases.
Cleaning: In automatic washing machines* and with most 
common detergents and disinfectants on the market.
         

         
           Material Properties: Rigid and durable
           Clarily with 90% light transmission UV-stable.
           Temperature:  Max. continuous + 70C (158F)
                                          Max. short-term. + 90C (194F)
Polymethylmethacrylate 
Chemical tolerance: Withstands weak acid and bases and 
non polar solvents.
Cleaning: In automatic washing machines* and with most 
common detergents and disinfectants on the market.

           Material Properties: Rigid, durable
           and impact resistant.
           Temperature:          Max. continuous + 60C (140F)
                                           Max. short-term. + 65C (150F)
Polystyrene  
Chemical tolerance: Resistant against water, acids and 
bases.  No strong oxidized acids.
Cleaning: In automatic washing machines* and with most 
common detergents and disinfectants on the market.

           Material Properties: Rigid and durable. When stablize
            b ecomes highly impact resistant. Smooth surface finish.
           Temperature:          Max. continuous + 60C (140F)
                                           Max. short-term. + 75C (167F)
Polyvinylchloride
Chemical tolerance: Resistant against acids and bases.  
Limited use with some solvents.
Cleaning: In automatic washing machines* and with most 
common detergents and disinfectants on the market.

           Material Properties: As surface coating on steel very
           hard, durable and impact resistance. UV resistance.
           Temperature:          Max. continuous +  80C (176F)
                                           Max. short-term. +100C (212F)
Rilsan
Chemical tolerance: Insoluble in water and most organic 
solvents.
Cleaning: In automatic washing machines* and with most 
common detergents and disinfectants on the market.

Material properties



PORTUGAL
TEL +351 21 916 76 58
info.pt@medi-math.com

POLAND
TEL +49 74 61 9674 0
info@scanmodul.de

SWEDEN
TEL +46 042 391 200
se@scanmodul.com

SPAIN
TEL +34 91 604 40 40
info.es@medi-math.com

SWITZERLAND
TEL +41 61 301 63 01
scanmodul@bluewin.ch

UNITED KINGDOM
TEL +44 870 770 8777
mail@scanmodulsystem.co.uk

U.S.A.
TEL +1 616 224 2828
info@innerspacecorp.com

ICELAND
TEL +354 569 3100
eirberg@eirberg.is

GERMANY
TEL +49 74 61 9674 0
info@scanmodul.de

FRANCE
TEL +33 474 990 330
info.fr@medi-math.com

HONG KONG
TEL +852 23 95 63 39
vghk@netvigator.com

IRELAND
TEL +353 1 836 1333
info@coffeyhealthcare.ie

GREECE
TEL +30 2310 643389
info@axismedical.gr

DENMARK
TEL +45 48 22 88 77 (Hillerod)
TEL + 45 97 52 35 33 (Skive)
info@scanmodul.com

BELGIUM
TEL +32 9/ 220.65.45
info.be@medi-math.com

CANADA
TEL +1 450 628 8800
info@logid.ca

CHILE
TEL +56 2223 4304
danimpo@netline.cl

AUSTRIA
TEL +49 74 61 9674 0
info@scanmodul.de

AUSTRALIA
TEL +61 (0) 2 9797 0883
sales@healthspace.com.au

LATVIA
TEL +371 7231485
info@scanmed.lv

ITALY (the Tyrol)
TEL +49 74 61 9674 0
info@scanmodul.de

JAPAN
TEL +81 93 963 8334
oversea@central-uni.co.jp

NORWAY
TEL +47 22 20 78 00
ordrepost@scanmodul.com

NETHERLANDS
TEL +31 306 345 345
info.nl@medi-math.com

ITALY
TEL +39 0458 378 555
webmaster@sanitariascaligera.com

Designed with care - for people who care

REPRESENTED IN:   


